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colours, the two corners with blue and yellow and the centre
with dark (f7). The radii should be painted with yellow
and blue colours and the circumference with Wue and dark-
blue. The outer part should be drawn with white, dark-
blue, dark and yellow lines (18). The powder of Shali-rice
is white; it becomes blue on being mixed with saffiower,
yellow on being mixed with turmeric and black on the rice
being burnt (19)- It becomes dark-blue with Shami leaves.
One lakh of Veeja mantrams should be recited ; four lakhs of
mantrams should be recited,; one hundred and thousand
means of acquiring learning should be mentioned; ten
thousand means of the science of enlightenment should
be mentioned; and a thousand verses should be recited*
First of all reciting one hundred thousand of mantrams the
ceremony of the purification of self should be performed
£20—21). Then with another Lakh the mantra should be
dedicated to the earth. Thus the Homa-like Purvasevi of
Vyas is described (22). The Purvaseva rite should be
performed with ten parts of the Mantras, With the Puras*
chara ceremony of the mantrams the monthly Vrata should
be performed (23). One should place the left foot on the
ground without accepting the donation due to him.. By
doing so twice, or thrice, the middle class and the most
excellent Siddhts are acquired (24). I shall now describe
the Dhyana (meditation) of manirams by which the fruits
thereof afe acquired, One should receive outside the gross
body of the deify which can be described in words (25).
Tfee luminous subtle form exists in the heart and is within
the reach of thought. Param or the great is beyond the
reset* ef thought {36}. The boar, iioti etc, arc principally
the grass forms. The form of VSsudeva is.beyond the range
oftboagbt {*;> Tfee otfeer mieor forms exist in the heart
19$ *** witbin tbe range of thought, Tte Vint or tl>e
fera is the gross body and the *4&tle focm is design^
asymboi (a^. The lora &»* is Nyoiid ike reach

